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PERFORMANCE REPORI'
eN' THE

OFFICE OF 'lliE REVISOR OF S-vrATUTES
FOR THE PERIOD

JULY 1, 1981 - JUNE 30, 1982

September 1, 1982



The functions of the Office of the Revisor of Statutes are
established by law, rule, or custom. Those functions are:

- drafting bills, resolutions, and amen~nts for the members of
the Legislature, the heads of departments, and the Governor;

- examine bills and endorse approval of both form and compliance
with Joint Rules and House Rules;

- drafting administrative rules upon the request of an agency;

- examining all administrative rules and approving or rejecting
their form;

- compiling and publishing the Laws of Hinnesota, Hinnesota
Statutes, and HinnesotaStatutes Supplement together with indexes and a
wide variety of tables;

- publish rules adopted b.Y the Minnesota Supreme Cburtand other
courts;

- compiling and publishing Hinnesota Rules and rlinnesota Rules
Supplement together with an index and finding aids;

- accumulating data on the qperation and effect of laws in other
states;

- indexing bills and resolutions drafted for the Legislature;

- prepare and have available for use indexes of the permanent and
general laws and all permanent local laws of this state;

- maintaining files of all documents prepared by the Revisor'.s
staff;

- preparing studies of laws and special bills to revise laws as
directed by a corrnnittee appointed b.Y the Legislature or the GOvernor;

- preparing and pUblishing a bill drafting manual;

- preparing and publishing a rule drafting manual;

- engrossing and enrolling bills for the Senate and House;

- preparing a biennial report on Supreme Court opinions which
criticized or found statutes to be unconstitutional;

- keeping records on legislation passed b.Y the Legislature;

... serve as one of four state corrnnissioners on the Uniform Laws
Corrnnission;
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- preparing and submitting bills to the Legislature which clarify
existing statutes;

- preparing bill comparison reports for the Secretary of the
Senate and Chief Clerk of the House;

- preparing special comparisons of appropriations bills for use by
appropriations conference committees to arrive at a compromise on major
appropriations bills;

- developing and maintaining a computer system for use by the
Revisor's Office for the production of legislative documents;

- upon request assisting Senate staff to prepare new systems for
their use;

- obtaining and maintaining computer terminals, printers, and
other equipment for use by the Revisor's Office arrl other legislative
agencies for the production of legislative documents;

- drafting conference committee reports;

- upon request providing crlvice upon the legal, economic, or
social effect of any bill or proposed bill;

- publishing Actions, the yearly summary of legislative bills
enacted into law;

-upon request of a standing committee of the House, preparing a
Revisor's analysis of a bill; and,

- providing legal assistance to the Legislative Committee to
Review Administrative Rules.

Despite this extensive list, the principal fUnctions of the office
are drafting and publishing. The J?erformance of these major duties in
the terms of production mlume is shown in the tables on the following
pages. However, the office should not be judged by these statistics
alone. In order to ensure continued high quality p:rformance, the
office has established a yearly program of setting objectives and
subsequent self-evaluation.

This written review is the office's fourth self-evaluation of its
yearly J?erformance. It is lntenaoo to provi:ae a more compren"'eRn"'s+i:ve~· ~a""na""··F-~~-~~-

detailed look at how the office has J?erformed than merely looking at
production statistics 0:1:" making a "seat of the pants" judgment on hON
"well" the office is doing. In the first section, the review shows
that the office set six difficult goals for the year arrl did a
remarkably good job at meeting them. In the second section, the
office's performance on each of its assigned functions is analyzed. In
the third section, many other sJ?ecific accomplishments are listed.
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CFEICE CF '1HE mmrn. CF 8:lA'IUlES
YFAHX IRnXT.I:CN s:mr.rsr:rcs

SImlJI(Rl ID:rICRfAL <::HmTICN3

'Ibtal
A~· Statute cr Statutory Sta1:J..ttJ:xy . StatutD~ Statutory Statutory

S€ssim Ier 9.:IPlarent .E:ectims- S:cl::icm- sect::icrs- sect::icrs- SEd:.iJ::n3
S€ssim Year ili:pters law R;ges ClEpter Pa:J=s lm:rrl:rl . N:w Iqm1Ed 0t:lE" AffectEd

1969 1J59 4>78 2.31 6453 1629 J253 4Z7 1 3310

1971 966 2156 2.23 N::re 1543 ll2l 478 6 3148
EfEcial 48 387 8.06 N:re 127 107 86 0 320
'lOW.. 1014 2543 2.5) N::re 1670 1228 564 6 3468

1973 2472 3.15 l2BO 1965 1173 4348
1974 1457 2.5) 7091 l.l2J 95) 4>69
'lOJAL :B29 2.87 8371 3085 2123 7017

~ 1975 437 3.72 958 illS . 851 714 0 2300
1976 348 4.04 75)9 1533 748 782 0 3)63
'IOJAL 785 ' 3.86 8467 ~68 1599 1496 0 5963

1977 455 1449 3.19 874 1508 652 543 0 2703
1970 342 1251 3.66 8253 1315 535 312 0 2162
'l.OIAL 797 2700 3.39 9127 2823 1187 855 0 4865

1979 340
Ep:ci Ll 3 1297 3.78 757 1233 508 ~9 0 2l3Oa
~ 283 1621 5.73 10,704 1606 838 598 0 3042
'l.OD\L 64> 2:)18 4.66 11,461 ~39 1346 987 0 5172

1981&~ 381 2602 7.19 1732 2522 975 875 25 4:B7
1982&~ 272 1786 6.57 11,5)9 1543 667 443 21 2675
'IOJN., 653 4388 6.73 13,241. 4065 1642 13]8 46 7072

*=Statistics Itt Available



OFf'ICE CE 'DIE REVISOR CE srA'lUl'ES
YEARLY PRJOOCTIO'I b'TATISTICS

ElK3KSSINGANDENR:>LLINGOPERATIONS

Engrossed EngrOSsedj Unofficial Unofficial Senate & lleuse
House senate fbJse senate 'lbta1 House Senate 'lbtal Resolutions

session Year Bills Dills Engrossments Engrossments' Engrossments Enrollments Enrollments Enrollments Vetoes Enrolled

1969 .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. 680' 490 1170 3 8

1971 .,. .,. 435 539 974 3 5
Special .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. 16 35 51 2 1

'lDrAL
.,. .,. .,. .,. .,. 451 ill 1025 5 6'

1973 .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. 420 363 783 0 8
1974 .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. 297 286 583 0 2
'lUl'AL *

.,. .,. 717 649 1366 0 10

En5 763 648 2 4 1411 257 180 437 1 1
U1 1976 475 432 73 6 907 174 176 350 4 2

'IurAL 1236 lOBO 75 10 2318 ' 431 356 787 5 3'

1977 608 716 67 6 1324 211 244 455 0 1
1978 544 431 58 15 975 242 100 342 IJ 2
'lUl'AI. 1152 1147 125 21 2299 453 3« 797 0 3'

1975 )494 584 65 7 1078 194 151 345 5 3
Special ) 1 2 3 0 0
1980 3111 511 53 4 892 139 144 283 5 0
roTAL 875 1095 118 11 1970 334 297 631 10 3'

1981 )388 633 26 14 1021 194 3B6 7 3
specials' ) 20 7 0 0 27 13 7 20 1 1
1982 461 435 24 12 896 161 125 286 10 5
roTAL 869 1075 50 26 1944 368 324 692 18 '9

*=Statistics not available





CFFICE CF '1HE I£IJIS:R CF SImUIES
YIW{X PRllXTKN Slm'lSrICS

AI1·m~iRJI:.ES·"'~··.lN)R:R1~CF.·:ffOR:1E)RJI:ES

O'l
Ql

F.Y. 1982

Iraft::in:J
Filis

200

Jr=m
175

~
IXafts l?n:p3rej

104

Final~
Rile D:afts ly:I:ovej

'201

'1.tt.al
(2)+(3)+(4)

400

A~

D:afts Ier File
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CFFICE CF 'mE ffiV.IS:R CF SImUIES
YffiRX~CN S'1m'1SI'ICS

AIlm~ RliS - ImPi'JN:; AID RIM AEIR:NAL CF AlXP.IED RliS

ttrlificatim Fi.lEs~ 'Ittal Files
D:aft:s after F.iles~ Files~ vat±rot l:eirg ~Rr

Pr.qx:e:d Stege at lrl::p::i.m StaJ= after Disafp:oval ~ ktptim

F.Y. 1982 109 44* 44* 00 124

* O'e-h:ili of t:1:Es2 fDes r:ep:e:a1tllrulEs p:qx:grl with:llt rev.i.s::r cg;ravall::efure July 1, 1981.
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OFFICE OF '!HE REVISOR OF srATlJrES
YEARLY PRODUCTIrn STATISTICS

ENROLLED BIILS - PRItfARY DRAFTING SOURCE #

Legislator Executive House Senate
session Year Revisor II or No.J.D. Department Research Counsel l1iscellaneous Unknown Total-
1969 * * * *

.,.
* * *

1971 * * * * * * * *
Special * * * * * * * *

'IDl'AL * * * * * * * *

1973 * * * * * * * *
1974 * * * * * * * *
TOl'AL * * * * * * * *

1975 77 123 69 3 18 36 III 437
1976 80 103 39 2 14 18 92 348
TOl'AL 157 (20%) 226 (29%) 108 (14%) "5 (1%) 32 (4%) 54 (7%) 203 (26%) 785

--J

1977 * * * * * * * *
1978 * * * * * * * *
TOl'AL 283 (36% 250 (31%) 132 (17%) 30 (4%) 38 (5%) 33 (4%) 28 (4%) 794

1979 127 106 23 15 31 33 0 335
Special
1980 115 82 48 13 21 4 0 283
TOl'AL 242 (39% 188 (30%) 71 (11%) .28 (5%) 52 (8%) 37 (6%) o (0%) 618

1981 )
Regular & 182 (48%)1 44 (12%) 74 (19%) 20 (5%) 29 (8%) 32 (8%) o (0%) 381
Specials )

1982
Regular & 156 (57%) 46 (17%) 17 (6%) 31 (11%) 24 (9%) 1 (0%) o (0%) 275
Specials

338 (52%)'lDTAL 90 (14%) 91 (14%) 51 (8%) 53 (8%) 33 (5%) o (0%) 656

#=Not necessarily the original drafting source
* Statistics not available



Section 1

Specific Factors: Goal Completion

Two years ago, the Revisor's Office set up eleven specific office
goals. Five were to be completed within the first year an:j six within
two years. The office goals were to be used as a llEasure of office
performance fran year to year. This fX>rtion of the refX>rt presents an
analysis of whether the established two year goals have been IlEt.
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Goal:

Rules Publication. To the extent appropriations fermit, make
appropriate prqgress on implementing recompilation and drafting of
Administrative Rules as stated in the publication plan.

Performance:
/

Substantial progress has been achieved on the goal of recompiling
HCAR into a new publication to be called Hinnesota Rules.

A plan of oork has been implemented based on lines to be
recompiled. The plan sets monthly achievement quotas and provides for
completion of the recompiler1s oork by ~cember 1, 1982. As of July
22, 1982, approximately 40,000 lines of material hcd been recompiled,
proofed, and made ready for canposition. A total of 390,000 lines have
to be recompiled. Entry of the recompiler1s work will occur
simultaneoulsy with and also after the completion of the
recompilation.

Rules adopted since the recompilation project began are being
separated for recompiling and sent to the recompilers on a monthly
basis.

The data base to be used for recompiling the rule drafting is
being proofed by teams of proofers. As of· July 22, 1982, approximately
130,000 lines out of 390,000 lines in the data base had been proofed.
The goal is to finish proofing in September 1982.

Work is in progress on editorial features to be included in
l1innesota Rules. A plan has been, devised for citing statutory
authority for rules. card files are being maintained for the State
Register publication history for rules and for incorporations by
references. Card files are being maintained for new rules and for
rules amended and repealed.

Contracts have been let for the composition and printing of
Minnesota Rules and for the editorial preparation for an index to
Minnesota Rules.

In addition oork is being done on planning for the periodic
publication of rtinnesota Rules, supplement to t1innesota Rules, and

~-----extracts-from-r.t±ruIesot:criXtrl:es~w:>rk--±nd:t1des-o:>nsttl-i:at-"±i:ln-witl'rl-------
computer staff about ways of providing the best computer service
assistance to the various publications.

The office has also substantially completed the goal of setting up
a rule drafting department with staff trained for rule drafting.
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As with bill drafts which must I:e approved as to form by the
Revisor's office with drafting assistance given when requested, all
rule drafts must I:e approved as to form with drafting assistance on
request. And, as with bills, the office also reviews the substantive
and legal clarity of rules under a ~cial mandate by law to encourage
the use of plain English and avoid technical language in rules.
Consequently, the rule drafting functions of the office include reviews
for technical form and substantive clarity along with comprehensive
drafting assistance on request of an agency.

Special training to perform these functions has been given to
office attorneys and data entry staff in the last year in the form of
seminars and distribution of a rule drafting manual. The manual
includes form and style guidelines as well as material on drafting
techniques for clarity.

The office also conducted special drafting seminars for agency
personnel and distributed the manual at these seminars on request.
Individual staff members have also met with particular agency staff at
the agency's request to help with comprehensive rewriting of some
rules. 'Ihe helI2 has been. well-recei ved •

The office continues to stress the importance of making the
substance of rules nore clear to the public, in keeping with the
original office goal. The outline style of ~lCAR has been discarded,
for instance, in favor of writing nore readable complete paragraphs and
sentences. Office staff have received special training on how to write
legal language aimed largely at an audience untrained in law. While
the office does not review ~ules for the wisdom of their substantive
policies, the office does encourage agencies to make. the policies and
requirements of rules clear to the public. Agency PeOple initially
leery of our role, have usually been happy with our actual
performance.

Along with this basic goal of drafting clear rules; the office
also originally intended to make the format of rule amendments the same
as that used in bills (title, enacting clause, introductory lines for
each section amended, etc.). The office judges at this time that
further changes in rule drafting merely for uniformity with bill
drafting is not advisable. Too many parties are already familiar with
the old way, and it has no serious flaws warranting the confusion that
would result fran a radical format change. The paraITOunt goal of the
original plan for drafting, rule clarity, is l:eing achieved without
changing the formac.

Please refer to page 20, for further details on the form ClPproval
process. Refer to page 19, for details about rule drafting assistance
by the office.
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Goal:

Statutory Index. To the extent appropriations p:rmit, make
appropriate prqgress on the reindexing of 1982 r1innesota Statutes b.Y a
contractor. Set up procedures to ccx:>rdinate and a:mtrol cngoing
indexing, am in conjunction with contractor, draft indexing standards
to b: used.

Performance:

Budget cuts eliminated the reindexing b.Y a contractor of rtinnesota
Statutes for the 1982 publication. Instead, the Revisor's staff
developed a plan for long and short range improvements of the index and
implemented the plan for the 1982 index.

IDng term proj~cts, b:gun in -the 1982 index, are as follows:

1. Removing numbered parts used in SOIre main headings.
2. Adding a new main heading, IEFINITIONS, for It.Ords and phrases

defined in new or reindexed sections.
3. Increasing the number of main subject headings with r:articular

attention to providing specific am meaningful points of access to the
index user.

Short term improvements made in the 1982 index are as follows:

1. Reindexing the old main headings AERONAurICS, CIVIL SERVICE ,
ELECTRICITY, ELECTRICIANS and ESTATES.

2. Breaking down the main heading EDUCATION into several sections
with fonner subheadings converted into new main headings.

3. Changing the typeface of italicized cross-references to make
them consistent with the SaItE type of cross-references within a
section.

4. Correcting misspelled It.Ords.
5. ~1aking punctuation consistent,· including rEmoval of

semicolons.
6. Replacing "post" and "ante" directives at cross-references

within a section with "above" am "below" to make the directives
consistent.

The indexing standards were firmly established when a contract
with West Publishing was signed for the indexing work on the Minnesota
Rilles. The standards are tile gUJ.de-for ongoing \',OrR on Hinnesota
Statutes so that the ultimate goal of compatibility in the Rules and
Statutes publications can b: achieved.

A rough draft of guidelines and examples for the technical aspects
of the index such as capitalization, punctuation, am spacing was
written. The guide will be used by data entry cperators and
supervisors in checking to insure uniformity.
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Goal:

IDcal Laws Project. Hake appropriate progress en rorrecting the
existing local law table am extending its inclusive dates back to an
appropriate ending date around the year 1900.

Performance:

The close liaison with the Harnline University SChool of Law has
continUed during the past year. The local law project has been
completed in time for inclusion in the 1982 Statutes.

Although a few of the local entities could not be identified in
some of the IlDre ancient laws, the updated table will include
substantially all local law enactments fran 1892 to 1982. The
corrections made in the existing table and the inclusion of local laws
as far back as 1892 will greatly enhance the usefulness of the table.

After rompletion of the indexing back to 1892, the project will
then extend the index back to the creation of Hinnesota as a territory•

. This will rot be done by analysis of the laws p3.ssed each year, as was
done for the first .part of the project, but by using Kelly's Index.
Kelly' s Index rontains the same information but was discontinued in
1892. When completed, the whole index will be printed for internal
use. It will later be updated (for 1983 and 1984 laws) and printed in
Minnesota Statutes 1984.
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Goal:

Computer Services. To the extent appropriations p:lrmit, make
appropriate progress on implementing recommendations of Consultant's
Computer Study.

Performance:

vlork continued on development and changes recommended by the
consultant. In addition, major steps were taken to augment computer
services. See pages 38 to 40.
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Goal:

Publication of Statutes. The Minnesota Statutes 1982 will be
published with cross-references afer each section and with all section
headnotes examined and corrected as needed and with all subdivisions
having headnotes.

Performance:

As indicated last year, it was decided not to attempt to
accomplish this goal for now. The addition of cross-references would
necessitate unacceptable delay in the p.lblication of Statutes. Work on
the headnotes was determined to be very time-consuming for both
professional and technical staff. Because of the work required on
recompiling rules, sufficient staff resources are not available to
accomplish this goal. As a result, w:Jrk on roth goals was deferred.
It may be reconsidered for possible inclusion in Hinnesota Statutes
1984.
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Goal:

Style and Form Redrafts of Chapters. Include style and form
redrafts in 1981 and 1982 Revisor's bills submitted to the Legislature.

Performance:

Style and form redrafts of two separate chapters of Hinnesota
Statutes were submitted to the legislature in the 1981 session. One
was passed and the other was withdrawn because it conflicted with a
substantive bill revising the same chapter.

Plans were made to prepare additional style and form redrafts for
the 1982 session, but due to pressure of other work only one was
prepared. This draft changed all references in the entire statutes to
federal laws and regulations to a specific consistent form. It
required an extensive amount of research into federal laws to prepare.
The bill was approved by the Judiciary Comnittees in each house and
introduced. It was. not passed because it was desired to see if there
were any adverse comnents first. Only one was received, and it is
eXPected that those objections can be overcome. The bill will be
revised and reintroduced next year.

It is intended to make the style and form redrafts of chapters a
continuing function of the office.
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Section 2

Performance of Assigned Functions

The laws of r1innesota as ~ll as legislative rules and customs
assign specific functions to the Revisor's office to perform. On the
following pages each of those functions is stated, its source is roted,
and the office's response during the year to perfonn the function is
analyzed.
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Function:

- drafting bills, resolutions, and amendments for the members of
the Legislature, the heads of departments, and the Governor.

Source of r1andate: r1innesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(1).

Performance:

The office received 1573 requests TIer bills and resolutions for
the 1982 regular legislative session and the special sessions. In
addition, 404 amendments and 67 confer~nce committee reports were
drafted.

The Legislature enacted 272 chapters into law in the 1982 regular
session, three chapters in the 1981 third special session, three in the
1982 first special session, and two in the 1982 second special
session. An analysis of the primary drafting source of enrolled bills
show that 49 percent originated in the Revisor's office. (The sources
are shown on the table at the beginning of this report.) The
percentage is stable when compared with prior years. The lack·of any
perceptable switch of leg~slators to other competing sources of
drafting assistance shows continued satisfaction with the quality of
the office's drafting work.

The 1982 regular and special sessions were of short duration.
Because of the short sessions many drafting requests were "rush
requests," and the office had less time to complete them. In spite of
the tima problem, the drafts were of good quality, very feN were
returned for corrections, and substantially all of the drafts were
completed within the tima limits required.
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Function:

- examine bills and endorse approval of roth form and compliance
with Joint Rules and House Rules.

Source of Handate: House Rule 5.1.

Performance:

All bills prepared for introduction in the rouse are reviewed by
the drafting attorney as to form and compliance with the joint rules 'of
the legislature and the rules of the rouse. After review the attorney
endorses his or her approval on the bill by initialing the covers in
the space provided. In the fast year, only one bill was returned to
the office for lack of approval.
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Function:

- drafting administrative rules upon the request of an agency.

Source of Mandate: Minnesota Statutes 1980, section 648.50,
subdivision 1, clause (e).

Performance:

As with ITOst other rule-related functions, drafting assistance has
been given by the Revisor's office only for the last year. (See page
9, for details on the establishment and training of a rule drafting
department. )

In addition to the 44 set of rules submitted for form approval
only at the adoption stage as noted on the following page, 46 agencies
submitted· almost 200 sets of rules for form approval or drafting
assistance before proposal in the State Register. Attorneys and other
office staff prepared rrore than 800 drafts for those 200 files. The
agencies' initial contacts with the Revisor's office were usually
before the agency had solidified its own position on the substance of
the rules, necessitating several preliminary drafts for many rules.

The office originally anticipated receiving rule drafts in fairly
final form from the larger departments with specially trained drafters.
Rule drafting assistance to smaller agencies and boards was rrore
expected. The last year's experience, however, has been contrary to
this expectation. Only 27 percent of the rule sets submitted ~re

typed drafts that needed few changes; 33 percent were tyPed drafts that
needed many changes; and 40 percent of the rule files ~ned by the
office were for rules to be originally drafted by the Revisor's
attorneys with 00 tyPed drafts submitted. Moreover, of the 40 percent
(80 files) that were originally drafted in the Revisor's office, the
majority, 55 files, ~re from 13 department level agencies. Only 25
files ~re fran the smaller agencies and boards. The Revisor's
attorneys ~lcome the opportunity to do original drafting but it has
taken more staff time and computer time than originally anticipated in
the office's two-year plan for the rule drafting department.
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Function:

- examining all administrative rules and approving or rejecting
their form.

Source of Handate: r1innesota Statutes 1980, section 15.0412,
subdivision 2a; and 648.50, subdivision 6.

Performance:
"

This was the first year the office was required to p:rform this
function. Form approval occurred twice for each set of rules finally
adopted by an agency, once at the stage just before it was proposed to
the public in the State Register am again when the rule was adopted in
order to check changes the agency may have made since the original
proposal.

No rules were rejected for form irregularities at the proposal
stage. Even when agencies did not follON the guidelines in the rule
manuals distributed by the Revisor's office, their rules were rot
rejected. The office attorneys simply worked with the agency to
correct the form without altering the agency's intended rreaning. There
were I few requests for mere form approval, perhafS in recognition that
review for clarity and substantive effect by another set of highly
trained attorneys could only help the agency as long as thattyp: of
review was not binding except as to· form. (See function, next f6.ge,
for further details on rule drafting assistance for agencies.)

Forty-four sets of rules Olt of 124 eventually approved at the
adoption stage were orginally disapproved as to form. Half of these
disapprovals involved sets of rules that were rot reviewed by the
office until that stage because they were proposed in the Register
before July 1, 1981. The other half involved unacceptable form changes
caused by modifications after the proposal stage or correction of
errors like cross-references or misspellings. Most disapproved rules
were approved less than a day later after the agency am the attorney
general's staff agreed to the requested form changes. No rule was
prevented fran adoption by form disapproval.

The office has recently started a new procedure approved by the
attorney general's staff which will allON rules to be approved as to

~~~~~-f-orm-st1b~ee~r.'t:a-±~~oriai-ehanges~rro:nne~onur1's~~~~~~~~~~~~-

cross-references am misspellings no longer lead to form disapproval.
This has significantly reduced f6.per shuffling and demands to turn
"disapproved rules" into "approved rules" within unreasonably short
time periods. '
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Function:

- compiling and publishing the Laws of Hinnesota, r·'linnesota
statutes, and r1innesota Statutes Supplement together with indexes arrl a
wide variety of tables.

Source of Handate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.07,
subdivision 1; and 648.31, subdivisions 1 to 4.

Performance:

Laws 1981 and Hinnesota Statutes 1981 Supplement w=re oompiled and
published in 1981. Both productions were massive, the largest of their
kind in Hinnesota history.

Laws 1981 was available for general distribution September 28,
1981, despite the additional material arrl the interruptions in
publishing occasioned by special sessions in June and July. Laws 1981
was published 88 days after the adjournment of the second special
session. .

Hinnesota Statutes 1981 Supplement was available for general
distribution November 12, 1981. Discounting changes in format arrl type
size, it was about twice the length of the 1979 publication.

Both publications involve much editorial work and incorporate
extensive reference material including large indexes and information
tables.

All this wrk was accomplished by employees who were on call at
all times and often employed in other office work. Publication work
benefits both from the expertise of the persons assigned to the wrk
and by the constant improvement of office word processing programs and
procedures.

After the 1981 publications, wrk on Laws 1982 and Hinnesota
Statutes 1982 proceeded steadily and is on schedule despite the effects
of three more special sessions.

The publishing functions w=re carried out w=ll in the last year.
The publications were very accurate, economical in both labor and cash
costs, and fast.

For information on indexing, see page 11.
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Function:

- publish rules adopted by the I·linnesota Supreme Court and other
courts.

SOurce of Mandate: Minnesota Statutes 1980, section 480.057,
subdivision 2.

Perfo:t:marlce:

WOrk on the 1982 edition of the court rule voll;1J!1e is in progress as
of the date of this report. Tapes will be delivered to the vendor in
August.

The court rule project staff has diligently ana cooperatively
processed complex material requiring new production and editorial
skills.

The court rule project staff has accomplished 9r is in the process
of accomplishing the following work relatill3 to preparill3 the court
rules for publication:

1) the staff found and corrected numerous errors in the vendors
tape used in publishing the 1980 edition of the court rules;

2) the staff identified codes from the vendor's tape and
determined codes to be used for keyboardill3 court rules;

3) staff has learned to use special type specification coding for
tables and new material;

4) a new computer program was written to provide a uniform block
indentation style for the court rule volume; and

5) editorial procedures, including use of a looseleaf binder
system for preparation of amendments for keyboardill3 am keepill3 track
of correspondence, 'Were established to assure proper sequencing of v.ork
and quality control.

Improvements in the 1982 edition of the court rule volume include:

1) the court rules were entered in our canputerized data base in
order to improve the efficiency of the rule updating function and
enhance the quality control aspect of preparing accurate copy of the
rules for publication;.

2 ) readabil i ty of court rules was enhanced by aqoption of a
uniform block indentation style far court rules;

3) the staff prepared a preface written in a practical
"how-to-do-it" style designed to provide users with an overview of
court organization and to guide users easily and quickly through the
complex and rapidly expandill3 body of court rules.
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Function:

- compiling and publishing rlinnesota Rules and Minnesota Rules
Supplement together with an index and finding aids.

Source of Handate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 648.50,
subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (c) and (g)."

Performance:

Despite budgetary obstacles, progress has been made in oompiling
and PUblishing Hinnesota Rules. A plan haS' been implemented for the
actual manual recompilation of f,ICAR. The goal is to oomplete the
manual recompilation by December 1, 1982. <>Entry of the recanpiled
material into the data base is occurring simultaneously with the actual
recompilation. As of July 22, 1982, approximately ten percent of the
recompilation had been oompleted and rnade ready for oomy;osition.

Entry of more recompiled material has been postponed until the data
base to be liSed for rules drafting and puhlishing can be properly
proofed and edited. The task of preparing a reliable data base should
be canpleted by september 1982.

Contracts have been let for the oomposition and printing of
Minnesota Rules and for the preparation of an index to Minnesota Rules.

Progress· has been made on the various editorial features to be
included in Minnesota Rules. A concordance table is being prepared for
each chapter of Minnesota Rules as part of the recompilation process.
The table will ShCM the old f-1CAR citation and the na-l Hinnesbta Rules
citation. Card files are being rnaintained .to prepare the table showing
incorporations by reference. A card file :is 'being maintained showing
the "State Register ll p.lblication date for rules adopted since J~ly 1,
1981. A plan has been prepared to provide the statutory authority for
each rule.

A revised style and form manual has been prepared for the
recompilation project. The manuci.l will be helpful in drafting new
rules.

A ty:tan is being preparea-i:or""4:l:Ie cperation of-the Revisor"s-o:tf+i'""ce=-----
wi th respect to future publications connected with rules. The plan
will be oomprehensive and include oomputer assistance, staffing needs,
and methods of operation.

In oonclusion, substantial progress has been rnade on the goal of
recanpiling and publishing ~linnesota Rules.
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Function: . ..-
- accumulating data on the cperat~~n and effect of laws in

Hinnesota and other states. _.

.. .

SOurce of Handate: Hinnesota Stablt.es :1980, section 482.09, clause
(2) •

Performance:

This mandate was apparently int~naed to result in the Revisor
maintaining a library. For many years the Revisor did maintain
extensive files on the operation ana effect of laws and actively
acquired more information for the fIles. It was concluded, however,
that this mandate duplicated the mand~te of the Legislative Research
Library. SO, the files were turned~o'l:~r to that library am active
v;ork on expanding the files cea1:?ed.· .

Now, this mandate is fulfilled~only by the Revisor's active
encouragement of his staff to request acquisition of specialized legal
treatises in their assigned bill drafting subject areas. Several have
acquired modest libraries which they actively use in drafting v;ork.
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Function:

- indexing bills and ~solutions drafted for the Legislature.

Source of Mandate: Minnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(3) •

Performance:

The office maintains an index of all requests received for bills
am resolutions. Each request is assigned a bill drafting number, a
general subject matter title, and a brief sub-title identifying the
particular thrust of the legislation.

The index consists of two p3.rts. One p3.rt lists the ~ests

under general subject matter titles. The other part lists all requests
made by each legislator or agency under the name of the legislator or
agency.

The index was updated in the p3.st year. The general subject
matter titles were reduced in number am changed to reflect present
nomenclature. The sub-titles have been improved to rrake identification
easier.
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Function:

- prepare and have available for use indexes of the p:rmanent and
general laws am all permanent local laws of this state.

SOurce of Handate: rlinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(4) •

Performance:

See statutory index goal on ~ge 11.
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Function:

- maintaining files of all documents prepared by the Revisor's
staff.

Source of Handate: rtinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(5) •

Performance:

This mandate appears to require only the maintaining of normal
records necessary to the drafting process. This has been done.

During the year the current engrossing and enrolling files v.ere
moved fran file drawers to open lateral files. As a result, these
important records are kept in a more accessible way and floor space was
freed for other purposes. .

It is row oontemplated that bill drafting records more than four
year old will I:e. destroyed rather than depositing then in archives.
There is 00 point in keeping the old files. They are oot rublic
records and do not contain useful information even if they were. For
drafters, it is easier to start over on drafting a bill more than Dour
years old rather than attempting to update the old draft.
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Function:

- preparing studies of laws and SPecial bills to revise laws as
directed by a comnittee appJinted by the Legislature or the Governor.

SOurce of Handate: rtinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(6) •

Performance:
!

No SPecial oommittees \'.'ere appJinted by the Legislature or the
Governor involving bill drafting in which the Revisor was asked to
furnish assistance. The Revisor did oontinue to participate in a
committee appJinted by the Secretary of State to revise the state's
election laws. The drafting required by this oommittee involved a
significant amount of time. by a drafter specializing in election laws.
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Function:

- preparing and publishing a bill drafting manual.

SOurce of Handate: Hinnesota statutes 1980, section 648.09, clause
(7) •

Performance:

The Minnesota Revisor's Hanual was published, and the goal
substantially reached, in 1981. In 1982, a supplement to the manual
appeared, containing forms for particular types of amendments, for
bringing rules under the Administrative Procedure Act, for instructions
to the Revisor, and for references to other publications. It also
contained a guide to clear style in legal drafting. The guide is
intended to apply to rules QS well as bills and will appear in the rule
drafting manual.

In addition to the manual itself, a sequence of 'twelve seminars
were conducted over the sunmer. These seminars reviewed important
elements in the supplement to the Revisor's Hanual. It was intended
that all staff be fully informed about the new standards contained in
the manual.
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Function:

- preparing and ~blishing a rule drafting manual.

Source of Handate: r.tinnesota Statutes 1980, section 648.50,
subdivision 1, clause (f).

Performance:

A temporary rule drafting manual was prepared in 1981. vV:hen the
Revisor's office began the rules project, we had planned to publish the
recompiled rules in 1982, and so we believed we would need a permanent
manual by July 1982. The budget cut that delayed publication of the
recompiled rules also delayed preparation of the manual because it
forced a delay in adopting the new format for rules.

So far, work for the manual is oomplete for the sections that
explain the format arrl editorial style of the rules. The guide to
clear writing and "plain language," written for the bill drafting
manual, is also ready be be incorPOrated into the rule drafting manual.
WOrk is still in progress to set r:olicies on rome technical matters
such as renumbering arrl repealers arrl to write explanations of those
r:olicies. New sections are being written about statutory provisions
governing the content of rules, such as inCOrPOrations by reference,
and about the form of adopted rules and the approval process.

The conmittee on rule drafting form change has proposed January 1,
1983, as the changeover date for drafting rules in the new, permanent
format. The rule drafting manual should be completed arrl distributed
to agencies slightly before that date.
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Function:

- engrossing and enrolling bills for the Senate and House.

SOurce of Handate: ~1innesota Statutes 1980, section 648.09, clause
(8); Joint Rule 2.07.

Performance:

The work of .the engrossing and enrolling department v.ent rrore
smoothly than ever this year primarily because of additional assistance
from and cooperation with bill drafting and editing supervisors.
~1eeting high pressure deadlines was easier with a larger pool of
supervisors to draw on for help.

Education and training were .emphasized this session by the E & E
department. New pool personnel were given an overview regarding
specific procedures. All of the bill drafting and editing supervisors
were taught every phase of E & E procedure including the record keeping
involved in handl ing every kind of docurnent, the "nuts and 1::01ts" of
checking engrossments, enrollments, and committee reports, and hav and
where to deliver completed documents •. Also, a great deal of time was
spent with the chief committee clerk of the House of Representatives in
an attempt to achieve consistency in the handling of House committee
reports. The corrmittee reports have continued to be somewhat of a
problem, however. Perhaps E & E staff could rrake a greater effort
prior to next session to inform House personnel of any change in
drafting policies.

One change was made in the checklist used in the .enrolling process
and that was the addition of a check signifying whether the document
was an act or a resolution. This prevented any resolutions from being
enrolled on "ACT" paper and subsequently beiTB assigned chapter
numbers.

Hinor errors were found in two enrollments sent to the Governor.
In both cases lines which hOO not been amended in the last engrossment
were dropped. No wholly satisfactory way of checking for this kind of
error has been devised other than "line reading" every document which
time constraints do not permit.
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Function:

- preparing a biennial report on Supreme Court opinions which
criticized or found statutes to be unconstitutional.

SOurce of Mandate: ~1innesota Statutes 1980, section 648.09, clause
(10).

Performance: ",
"

Since this report is only published in November of even numbered
years, it was not published during the perioo covered by this report.

However, during this period, action was taken to insure the long
term preservation of the reports. Copies of all past reports were
accumulated and case round. some of the I:ound oopies .,.;ere retained for
sale while several others were deposited for permanent preservation in
local libraries. Other oopies v;ere accumulated into complete sets.
These sets can be used as masters for duplication should anyone wish to
purchase back editions. Arrangements v;ere made wi th Publ ic DocLll1Ents .
to insure that roth bound and individual sets are available for sale to
the public.
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Function:

- keeping records on legislation pqssed qy the Legislature.

SOurce of Mandate: Minnesota Statutes 1980, section 648.37,
subdivision 1.

Perfonnance:

This somewhat ambiguous r~date has existed since the Revisor's
office was established in 1939. As a technical matter the Secretary of
the Senate and Chief Clerk of the House maintain all official records 
of the Legislature. Many of the documents are dep:>sited with the
Legislative Reference Library which service pqrtially as the
Legislature's archivist.

The Revisor does keep engrossing and enrolling records. However,
. after each session the oldest records are returnedbD the custody of

the Secretary and Chief Clerk.

The Revisor does maintain, as office records, any errors found in
an enrollment. These records serve as one of the basis for the
corrections included in each year's Revisor's Bill•.
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Function:

- serve as one of the four state aommissioners on the Uniform Laws
Commission.

Source of Handate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 3.251.

Performance:

During the 1981-1982 fiscal year, Harry Walsh aontinued to
discharge the office duties under section 3.251. He attended and
actively participated in the 1981 meeting of the Uniform Laws
Conference, serve an committees, and reviewed conference work product
throughout the year. Thirteen acts and revisions of acts were prepared
for consideration at the 1982 meeting of the conference.
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Function:

- preparing and submitting bills to the Legislature which clarify
existing statutes.

SOurce of Handate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 648.37,
subdivision 2; Joint Rule 2.01, sixth unnumbered ~ragraph.

Performance:

Two separate Revisor's Bills were prepared for the 1982
legislative session. The first was the clarification bill correcting
erroneous references and reconciling conflicting provisions resulting
fran multiple amendments to various sections am subdivisions. The
bill contained 133 sections and was passed.

The secom bill contained over 300 sections. It contained
revisions that standardized the form of references to the United States
Code, the Code of Federal Regulations am other foreign publications.
It also replaced references to·obsoleteo::xnpilations of law with their
current equivalents. It was introduced at the em of the session for .
the purpose of obtaining comments 00. the proposed standardization of
references. No adverse. corrments were received am an updated version
of the bill will be pre~red for the 1983 session.

Revisor's Bills, by. their nature, are a continuiIl3 function of the
office. Substantial progress has been rraQe in improving the statutes
by the elimination of erroneous references am the reconciliation of
conflicting provisions of law.
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Function:

- preparing bill compprison reports for the Secretary of the
Senate and Chief Clerk of the House.

Source of Handate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9); custom and usage of the Legislature (requested by Secretary of the
Senate and Chief Clerk of the House).

Performance:

Under rules of the Senate and House, when a companion bill is
passed by one house and sent to the other, the companion bills are
comppred to see if they are identical. Theoretically, the Rules and
Administration Committee in the Senate and the Chief Clerk in the House
prepare a report either detailing the differences in the bills or that
they are identical. In actual fact, all these reports are prepared by
the Revisor's staff.

Depending on the complexity of the bill, the preparation of these
reports can be easy or very complex. All reports have to be preppred
overnight. The work frequently requires work into the early hours of
the morning or all night.

In the 1982 session, 159 of these comparison reports were
prepared. This was about average for the last six years. The number
done is totally dependant on the number of comppnion bills passed by
the senate or House. A record of the number of reports prepared in
ppst years appears in the table on page 3.
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Function:

- preparing special comparisons of qppropriations bills for use Qy
appropriations conference committees to arrive at a compromise on major
appropriations bills.

SOurce of Handate: Hinnesota statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9) i custan and usage of the Legislature (requested Qy staff of House
appropriations committee and Senate finance committee).

Performance:

These special comparisons are a "s ide-by-side" printing of
comparable provisions of the Senate and House versions of the eight
major appropriations bills. These comparisons are the key documents
used by the conference committees on those bills. The comparison

. refX)rt is also used to create final conference committee reports. Its
use greatly speeded the former methcx:l of original preparation. The
comparison printing method was devised several years ago by a member of
the Revisor's staff and has been used ever since·. The preparation of
these refX)rts is complex and difficult and often must be done
overnight.

Since the eight major appropriations bills are only considered in
odd-year sessions, no work was done on them in this fiscal year.
However, a special comparison report was prepared for the l:udget
reduction bill in the December 1981 special session of the Legislature.
It was prepared overnight and played the usual key role in conference
committee deliberations.
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Function:

- developing and maintaining a computer pystem for use py the
Revisor's office for the production of legislative documents.

SOurce of Mandate: None, but the use of the computer pystem is the
most efficient means of accomplishing work otherwise mandated.

Performance:

In the pgst year, the following· improvements in the computer
system were accomplished:

(1) Court rules ~re added as a new data base;

(2) The administrative rules were added as a new data base;

(3) The online program was rrodified to allow coding for italic,
bold, greek, subscript, am superscript text for administrative and
court rules;

(4) The non-textual material in the administrative rules (tables,
illustrations) are being screened to determine susceptibility to
computer or manual composition;

(5) A shift from purchasing computer service from ISB to operating
our own system was planned and accomplished. Included in this were:

a. a computer system (IBN 4331) and operating system (W1!SP)
was selected;

b. a computer room including air conditioning, a vault
isolation power management system, raised floor, am fire suppression
system was built;

c. the legislative bill system was converted to run under the
VB operating system; and,

d. a computer terminal vendor (Lee Data Systems of Eden
Prairie) was selected to replace our current aging terminals. It is

~~~~~""9afl~a~i=tll.e-sw:i.-teft-~~-smaH-e~m~tteer-wi+l-yi-e-±d-a~~~~~~~

more reliable am responsive service to the users of the system at a
lower and predictable cost.

(6) The Revisor staff in charge of the various publications of the
office were assisted in planning am provided with reports and
information necessary for their work.
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Function:

- upon request, assist Senate staff preparing new aomputer pystems
for their use •.

Source of Handate: llinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9); custom and usage of the legislature (requested by Senate staff).

'Per;formance:

Since the initial use of the computer by the Revisor's office, the
Senate has consistantly requested advice and assistance in using the
computer to accomplish its v;ork. In many cases, the Senate has found
it advantageous to use programs already developed for the use of the
Revisor's staff. Sometimes minor modifications are necessary to
accomodate the programs to the Senate's application.

\

During the past year, .the Revisor's staff assisted the Senate in
the following areas:

(1) A pystem as set up for the Senate staff to enter Senate and
House bill titles and journal reference pages for the journal index.

(2) The Senate was provided with a :rreans to transmit journal copy
over telephone lines to their printer rather than physically
transferring a tape.

(3) Assisted and advised the Senate staff in the investigation of
acquisition of bold-type composition equipment to produce agendas and
the journal.

The relationship with the Senate has proved to be mutually beneficial
and will continue.
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Function:

- obtaining and maintaining computer terminals, printers, and
other equipment for use py the Revisor's office and other legislative
agencies for the production of legislative documents.

SOurce of Handate: r1innesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9); custom and usage of the legislature (requested by senate and muse
staff) •

Performance:

Senate and House staff require access to the Revisor's computer
system for the purPOse of preparing bills and amendments and for the
Senate to produce its calendars and journals. In order to do so, the
Revisor must furnish the necessary CRr terminals, printers, and allied
equipment. Once furnished, the e::]uipment must be maintained.

In the past year, the Revisor was.not requested to furnish
additional e::]uipment. However, it was projected that additional
requests would be made before the legislative 1983 session began. This

. projection proved correct for the Senate and House have recently both
requested additional equipment. The projection that additional
equipment oould be needed was one reason for a switch from Hegadata
equipment to better and more serviceable CRrs. The change fran one
make to another was carefully planned for.

During the year, other legislative agencies again called the
Revisor's office when problems occurred with equipment assigned for
their use. One person in the office continues to be designated as the
coordinator of efforts to maintain the equipment. This p:rson was
readily accepted by outside staff as a troubleshooter who could either
fix equipment problems or oould call in the p:ople who could fix a
problem.

By applying pressure to the vendor, the Revisor was able to cbtain
the services of a field engineer from f1egadata. on t\\O occasions
during the year, the engineer spent several days with the Revisor's
staff am either repaired nonfunctioning equipment or performed
preventative maintenance. Although the problems with the tEgadata

~~~~~~equipment-Could...noLbeelimina:ted,-t.he....~ut.a±bze....maint.enancec~a~t~~~~~~~~~_

least resulted in p:rmanent resolution of a few problems and the
temporary resolution of many others.

It is apparent that the Senate and House will continue to rely on
the Revisor to provide am maintain equipment used in connection with
programs used by outside staff.
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Function:

- drafting conference committee reports.

Source of Mandate: ~1innesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9); custom and usage of the Legislature.

Performance:

During the 1982 session the office completed 62 conference
committee reports. This was an average number but down ten fran the
1981 session. Tnis reflects the unusually high amount of 'v'.Ork in the
1981 session (see last year's performance report) rather than a falling
off of 'v'.Ork. Normally, more conferences occur in the second year of a
legislative session. The amount of reports is solely a function of
legislative demand and is not controllable by the office.

After last session, the staff evaluated how the office handled
conference committee reports. As a result, specific improvements will
be made next year. Chief among· the changes will be to assign a
conference committee report to an attorney llmnediately upon receiving
the bill file from· the Senate or House desk. It has been the practice
to just file the bill file and not assign an attorney until the office
is first contacted by a committee member. Early assignment should
permit the office to keep better contact to know the arrount of 'v'.Ork
required am when it will be .required. It should also enable us to
better schedule oor work and to produce better reports. It will also
permit assignment to attorneys knowledgeable in a subject to be
assigned rather than just assigning whoever happens to be available.
It is also planned to revise the logging am filing procedures for
conference committee reports.

In summary, while the amount of 'v'.Ork was average for the year, the
office took concrete actions to improve the effectiveness with which we
processed conference aammittee reports.
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Function:

- upon request providing advice upon the legal, economic, or
social effect of any bill or proposed bill.

Source of Mandate: Minnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.12,
subdivision 4.

Performance:

The legal requirement to provide advice on the legal, economic, or
social effect of a bill, upon request, was originally adopted in 1947.
Despite the mandate, the office has never provided advice on the
economic or social effects of a bill. Until about ten years ago, the
office did provide a substantial amount of legal advice on proposed
bills. In the last ten years, however, this work has dwindleCl until no
.formal requests for legal advice are row received. This change is
undoubtedly due to the establishment am expansion of House Research
and Senate CoUnsel which provide legal advice to members and committees
of their respective houses. The provision could be repealed.
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Function:

- publishing Actions, the yearly summary of legislative bills
enacted into law.

SOurce of Mandate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9); custcm am usage of the Legislature (requested by House Reserach
and Senate Counsel which formerly published Actions).

Performance:

The goal of publishing Actions of the 1982 Legislature in a timely
fashion was met. The work on Actions to get it ready for printinj was
done within 60 days of the end of the 1982 regular session. Actions
was available for distribution to the public within 90 days of the end
of the First Special Session.

The format for Actions remained essentially the same as it was in
the past. New subject headings were added to the table of contents to
facilitate finding the summaries.
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Function:

- upon request of a standing cornmittee of the House, preparing a
Revisor's analysis of a bill.

SOurce of ~1andate: Hinnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9); House Rule 6.4.

Performance:

The House Rules have provided for a Revisor's analysis of bills
since 1969. It was apparently intended that the Revisor's staff, who
originally drafted bills, also provide a summary of its content.
Shortly after the rule was adopted a few comnittees requested the
preparation of a Revisor's analysis on a few bills. None have teen
requested for at least ten years. The service of providing bill
surranaries is row provided by House Research, .and to a lesser extent, by
caucus staffs. As a result, this provision of the House Rules could be
dropped.
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Function: "
, ,

- providing legal assistance to the Legislative Committee to
Review Administrative Rules.

Source of r.1andate: r·linnesota Statutes 1980, section 482.09, clause
(9) i custan am usage of the Legislature (requested by the LCRAR).

Performance:

One attorney in the Revisor's office was assigned as primary
counsel for the LCRAR along with that attorney's other drafting duties.
Several other attorneys in the office also provided advice related to
specific subject areas when the need arose. Counsel was present at all
meetings of the LCRAR and reviewed numerous staff reports at the
director's request. Counsel prepared formal legal memoranda on some
occasions and gave informal oral advice often. Counsel also assisted
the LCRAR by reviewing proposed legislation affecting its
responsibilities.

The LCRAR has no staff other than the director and a secretary, so
the addi tion of legal assistance by this office has been important to
its functioning.
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Section 3

Performance Achievements outside Goals and Functions

While the achievement of preset goals is one nethod of judging the
office's performance, it is not the only way. In many other areas, the
office has made improvements, changes, and oorrections. These are set
out on the following pages.
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Budget Reductions: During the past 18 rronths, the office v.ent through
four rounds of budget reductions resulting in a total reduction in
excess of 20 percent of the b..1dget originally. requested. A side effect
has been that the Revisor, personally, has been working almost
continuously with budgetary problems. This necessitated v.eighing of
the effect of alternative reductions, preparing appropriate
recorrrrnendations, and taking action to insure expenditures v.ere within
the budget. Because the reductions essentially left the office without
any reserve for unexpected expenditures, the difficulties in
maintaining the budget in the black were continuous.

The office has responded to the state's austere financial picture
while maintaining services at a high level.
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User Satisfaction: For many years it was J::elieved that there 'Were
significant user satisfaction problems with the office. This was
caused by the creation of several other staff offices whose functions
duplicated a pqrtion of the statutory mandate to the Revisor arrl the
repetitive public blame by legislators and staff assigned to the office
for various legislative problems.

However, statistical study indicates that there is IX) trend to
transfer work to staff offices offering competitive services. Also,
the office has received public complements an the quality of its work.
%'hile there is still sorre griping, at least the canplements and
brickbats have seemed to balance out.
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